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S
omething that has struckme when working on this
edition is themagical power that we think digitalization
seems to possess.

I fully agree that in daily port operations, the amount of print
outs andmanual systems used, for example, for communication
of such things as the bill of lading should beminimized and then
phased out in future.
However, upgrading the digital infrastructure should only be

secondary to ensuring that basic physical infrastructure is in place.
While, at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic and through-

out 2020, ports polled by the IAPH COVID-19 Barometer were
confident that their warehousing space was sufficient and that
operations would continue unhindered, the situation is now a
completely different one.
A continued buying surge in the US and the Ever Given block-

ing the Suez Canal for several days, are only two factors that have
added to the pandemic-induced container shortages globally, and
resulting in soaring freight rates, and overfilled warehouses.
It seems that the feeling of relief that operations have continued

the past year has left ports short-sighted to prepare for potential
ramifications, which nowwreaks havoc on the industry and causes
congestion outside ports worldwide.
While admittedly, the latter can be better coordinated with

just-in-time arrival aided by digitalized navigation and real-time
traffic updates, it is having the appropriate physical infrastructure
in ports to enable efficient vessel calls that would really make the
difference here.

Future gazing

INES NASTALI
Editor
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As reported in ourMay/July data investigation on port infrastruc-
ture updates however, notmany new or upgrade contracts have
beenmade over the past year. Most upgrades that are underway
nowwere agreed upon years before, in reaction to a different trade
forecast scenario thanwework with now. For example, when the
dredging contract for the first phase of Singapore’s ultra-modern
Tuas port was agreed in 2015, trade growthwas forecasted to be
2.8%, while for 2021, when the first part of the port comes online, it is
6%, according to the IHSMarkit Global Trade Atlas.
On a related note, many ports in the US are currently being

upgraded to receive ships with a draft of 15 m, while a port needs
at least 20m to allow ultra large container ships to call. Following
the trend of ever-growing TEU capacities, this could result in ports
having to react with another upgrade in a few years.
This is one of the issues we face, many ports only react tomarket

developments when it comes to deciding on infrastructure up-
grades, and with these deals often running for 30 years, not much
flexibility is woven into contracts. Careful wording is essential.
Unfortunately, themagic power of crystal balls is equally

disputed as that of digitalization, so nobody can be expected to
knowwhat the future holds. However, the past year has shown
that preparation is key to dealing with the unexpected – and that
consequences can become apparent a year on.
Thismight include developing innovative strategies on how to

cope with potential congestion issues ahead of time, for example by
strengthening the short-sea shipping sector.This is something that
port authorities have the potential to influence and push for.
On this note, I would like to introduce you to someone –

although I expect many of you know him already – Paddy Rodgers.
The former Euronav tanker CEO now heads up the National Mar-
itimeMuseum in Greenwich, UK.With decades-long experience
of working in themaritime industry but now sitting somewhat
removed from the day-to-day business, we think he is the perfect
candidate to share insight knowledge from an outside perspective.
Navigate to page 15 for his first column that looks at why thinking
small can also be good and how short-sea shipping can also help
with the switch to alternative fuels.
A reminder to be vigilant when drafting a contract comes via the

lessons learned of the court case we feature in the first edition of
our new P&H in court section. To put this case into context, we
spoke to an arbitration expert on what other than the often costly
and time-consuming court route ports can take when being faced
with legal conundrums. Join the court session on page 32.

NICCI BOTHA
Freelance journalist

The state of health of South Africa’s ports is
directly linked to the state of health of the

country’s economy. And, right now, neither are in
great shape. The recent civil unrest and cyberat-
tack on the port authority, which didn’t only affect
the terminals but all communications, made it very
difficult to get in touch with anyone at TNPA to

comment on these issues.

FRANKMILLARD
Freelance journalist

What has struckme frommy research and discus-
sions is the consistency of themessage thatmaritime

trade is expanding, and port infrastructure is just
reflecting that as operational environment effectively
gets smaller, increasingly developed, and populated.
Understandingwhat is driving investment could be
key to our comprehension of the future of ports and
their place in international trade, prosperity, and the

wellbeing of the planet. Ports drive their own
investment just by being on this speeding train.

ines.nastali@ihsmarkit.com @InesNastali
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IN CONVERSATION WITH GENE SEROKA

Stirring the

Discussions around the cause of congestion in themaritime industry are heating up fast.
For Gene Seroka, digitalization and collaborationwithin the supply chain are two key
tools to tackle this. The executive director of the Port of Los Angeles andmanaging
director of the IAPH, Patrick Verhoeven, discussed theway forward
INES NASTALI

H
ow the shipping industryworkswith
the cargo side and ports is something
Gene Seroka, executive director at
the Port of Los Angeles, thinks about
a lot— especially amid thewaterways
congestion issues some parts of

theworld currently face.
“Whatwe’rewitnessinghere in theUS is a pandemic-in-

ducedbuying surge by theUSconsumer thatwe’ve never
seenbefore,” Seroka toldP&H in a conversationwith the
managingdirector of the IAPH, PatrickVerhoeven.
While people followed stay-at-homeorders in theUS,

commerceplummeted inmid-2020. In LosAngeles, busi-
nesses droppedby about 19% in thefirst fivemonths of 2020,
and then started to surge. “We started to see theAmerican
consumerbuyingmore than ever before and evenonline
retail sales doubled.Nowonline retail is about 20%of total
sales in theUnited States and that doubled in aperiod of 12
months.Wealso saw thatwhenpeoplewereworking from
home, theyhadmore time.Therewereno longer commuting
et cetera andmanyof us decided thatwe couldupdate our
homes, buynew furniture, purchasenewappliances.”
So,when theworld stopped going to events,movies, and

onholidays, discretionary incomewasmoved fromservices
directly to the retail sector. “That buyingpower induced a
tremendous amount of imports,” saidGene.

It is all connected
Thepandemicwas just another stressor on the supply chain,
Gene added. “Because of ill-advised tradepolicy inWashing-
ton from theprevious administration, our exports continued

melting pot

to plummet. At thePort of LosAngeles, our exports have
beendown29out of the last 33months.”
Consequently, despite very highoutput, factories in

Asia, cannot keepupwith thepurchase orders and there
is not enough vessel space in shipping. People look at ports
because it is the confluence of all these activities.
However, the unprecedented volumes coming in

challenged the prepared west coast. “Here’s an inter-
esting note. In Southern California, we havemore than
2 billion ft2 of warehousing space from the shores of
the Pacific Ocean to theMojave Desert, and they’re
all overflowing. So every piece of the supply chain is
stressed because of all that we’re doing to buy goods,”
Gene explained.
“The inventory-sales ratio is the lowest it’s been since

pre-recessionary days some 13 years ago. So, all of themetrics
thatwe look at are pointing in thedirectionof continued
strength in the industry, butwehave to bemorenimble.We
have to the ability to scale to be able to handle this.That is
the challenge for the industry now,” he said.

Assessing thesituation
WhileGenewelcomes theUSgovernment’s decision to
significantly invest in infrastructure to release these pres-
sure points, he is careful not to over-estimate the impact
legislation canhave. “I don’t think, as a long-time veteran
in this industry, that you can legislate or regulate yourway
out of the strength of amarket. But I’d like tohear all views
andmaintain our seat at the table howbetterwe can
grow, scale, and service ourmutual customers and I’m
optimistic today,” he said.
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“Broadening
knowledge is
the role of the
IAPH”

PATRICKVERHOEVEN
IAPH MD

Heexplained, “Because inPresidentBiden’s
administration, it feels a lot like during
theObama-Biden administration.We’re
workingdirectlywith cabinetmembers, the
equivalent of aminister level,” he said.
Oneof themost important issues to get

down to a level of granularity is that cargo is
notmoving as fast as it should. At the same
time, in LosAngeles, vessel productivity is
up 50%year over year. “We’reworking 50%
more vessels per day thanwewereduring
pre-pandemic times.Our exchange rate of containers loaded
andunloaded fromeach vessel call is 11,000TEUper ship,”
Gene explained.
But that is not the case everywhere. “Yet, we still see

congestion.The railroads are full.Wehave some 70 kmof
trains sitting outside of Chicago,waiting to be unloaded.
Because in some cases, importers cannot pick up the cargo
fast enough that 2 billion ft2 ofwarehousing is overflowing.”
Since cargodoes notmove fast enough,marine terminals

are showingup to 98% landutilizationwith containers,with
adesign capacity of 80%.Consequently, ships are taking a
longer to call because there is no space left at themarine
terminal, also in LosAngeles. “Thenext ship that comes
in sits at anchor, the ship leavingAsia departs a little later
thannormal, and the factory is still trying tomanage all of
these purchase orders. Yet it is doing a tremendous job from
ahistorical perspective. So, this is very different,”Gene said,
putting the situation in context.
He therefore cautions against attributing the situation to

having a single cause. “When folks try to categorize the in-
dustry as havingproblemsbasedonport congestion, I think
insteadweneed to look at the entire supply chain.”He added
that, “I think it should be adialoguewithin the industry and
with elected officials andpolicymakers aswell.There’s a lot
to be excited about right now, butwe’ve got to categorize this
properly tomake sure that our voices are heard.”

Digitalway forward
Oneof thedevelopmentsGene is excited about is advancing
thedigital infrastructure of the supply chain. “Unfortunately,
we are decades behindour colleagues inEurope, Asia, the
Middle East,” saidGene, adding that hehasworked all over
theworld andwitnessedwhat digitalizationmeans toport
communities and supply chainparticipants.He is also aware
of the hurdles in theUSwhen it comes to sharingdata.
Many believe their data is valuable, but are yet to find

ways to capitalize on that. Others are fearful that digitali-
zationwill lead to competitiveness and certain companies

do notwant their competitors to improve.
“So, we’ve got to cut through all these pol-
itics and improve theUS’ competitiveness
on the global trade platform,” he added .
For this, the executive directorwants to

work ona global scale and create standards
of informationflow tomodernize theAPI
environment that the industryworks in.
“So,weneed to stay very close as an in-

ternational community inworking on those
standards.Having interoperability and shar-

ing information along those lines of standardswillmakeour
industry better andmore resilient in the future,” saidGene.
“Becausewehave the ability as ports to affect change,

we talk to somanypeople,wehave somuchaccess at the
C-Suite level in our industry, that ports are anatural reposito-
ry for all this information andhave the ability to advance our
industries technological capabilities,” he added.

Getting involved
“I verymuch subscribe towhatGene said that the port
authorities are somewhere in themiddle of all the action,”
said IAPHmanagingdirector Patrick.Within thismelting
pot is a small groupof trailblazers that play an important
role. “Basically,when it comes todata sharing,wehaveports
around theworld that are very advanced like LAand Iwould
alsomentionports such asBarcelona,Hamburg, Singapore
amongothers. So, I think tobroaden the knowledge from
that relatively small groupof leadingports and to share that
with thewider communities, that’s our role as IAPH.”
Proof of this canbe foundvia theWorldBankand IAPH

reports published earlier this year to strengthendigital de-
velopment. “Themain conclusion is exactlywhatGene said,
it’s not about technology, it’s about trust. It’s about people
wanting to share data andmaking themrealize that it’s in
the commongood in the end,” said Patrick.
Rather thanworrying about competition, hewants stake-

holders to see howbeneficial it is for all. “I thinkweneed to
bemorehands onandoffer some sort of trainingprogramor
something compared towhatwehavedevelopedwith the
IMOondecarbonization,” Patrick envisioned.
Thefirst step is to finda sponsor in termsof a govern-

ment or governmental organization such as the IMOor
WorldBank, he added. “Of course, the leadership of ports
like LAand someof the otherswould be invited to share the
experience theyhavehadworking on this issue formany
years.That’swhere I see the interaction and the complemen-
tary relationship between the IAPHand leading smart port
networks thatweneed,” said Patrick.
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He is echoedbyGene, “It’s really about leadership. And
whether it be former IAPHpresident SantiagoGarcia-Milà
from thePort of Barcelona, JensMeier from theHamburg
PortAuthority, TangChongMeng from thePSA, andLey
HoonQuah fromSingapore.These are folks that have that
vision, and, for the record,wehavedoneour level best to
overcomeobjections in this area by creating data, sharing
agreements, legal documents that permit data sharingwith-
in the confines of thatmutual respect and leadership.”

Lookingout for risks
Gene also values being self-sufficient over being regulated.
“It’smybelief thatwehave advanced further in our indus-
trywith voluntarymeasures thanwith thehammerof
regulation.”This includes protecting this newvaluable asset.
“So,when it comes toprotecting that data, thePort of Los
Angeles, longbefore I camehere,was thefirst in theUS to
assemble and implement a cybersecurity operation center.”
He explained the importance of this

center, “It’s protecting thePort of Los
Angeles and stopping onaverage 40million
cyber intrusion attempts permonth.That
number is doublewhatwewitnessedprior
toCOVID-19 because of coursewe seemore
opportunists in themarketwithmany
peopleworking fromhome.The security of
systems,VPNs,mainframes, the cloud all
lookdifferent than theydid 18months ago.
So,we’ve seen a rise in those attempts and
we’re stopping every single one of them.”
Backedby this program, theportworked

with theFBI’sNeighborhoodCyberWatch to bring the
private sector in to this dialogueunder a strongdirectionof
anonymity. “We share informationonwhat cyber intrusion
looks like across public andprivate center entities tomake
sure that if someone sees a problem in the cyberhoodwatch,
they share itwith fellow stakeholders,” saidGene. “But again,
wedon’twant to call out peoplewhohave beenhurt by cy-
ber intrusions. Rather,wewant to learn and shut themdown
asquickly as possible.Thebad guys are out theremore than
ever before andweneed to staynot a step but kilometers
aheadof thosepeople,” he toldP&H.
Patrick also sets on collaboration rather than regulation

to tackle this issue.While hewants toworkwith the IMO
andappreciates the fruitful relationship the IAPHhaswith
the shipping regulator, he said, “It’s always a tricky onewhen
you talk about ports and regulationbecause themandate of
the IMO is shipping, but of course ships come intoports and
then youhave this grey zone.”

Togetherwithpartners, the IAPHproduceda set of port
andport facilities cybersecurity guidelines targeting the
strategic rather than technical level.Thesewill be published
in September (finda visualized summaryonpage 20). “The
guidelines aremeant to create awareness among theC-level
management of port authorities. But on the other hand,we
alsowanted to bring this to the attentionof the IMO, so the
guidelines have been submitted toboth the IMOFacilitation
andMaritimeSafetyCommittees.The lattermeets inOcto-
berwherewewill present them,” addedPatrick.
While these cannot be translated into regulationbecause

of these competence issues, the IMOcanendorse and
recommend themamongmember states. And that is really
what Patrickwants to see as afirst step.
The IAPHmanagingdirector hasmade the sameobser-

vation asGene regarding cyberattacks. “Thepandemichas
shown that there is amultiplication of cyberattacks also
inports, andwehad the recent example in SouthAfrica

withTransnet that has beenhit by amajor
attack,” he said.However, “there are a lot of
thingswedon’t hear and there’smuchmore
going on thanwhatmakes it into themedia.
So, I think the timingof this is right.We
definitely see the IMOas anally in raising
awareness. But again, the IMOregulating
ports is always tricky,” Patrick explained.

Thewayahead
Agreeing to also continueworking together,
Gene said, “in closing, the IAPHgives our
port authorities around theworld an

opportunity to create ideas thatwill advance our industry.
We’ve got big thinkers, strongminds, andpeoplewhohave a
sense of public duty to advance our industry. And if our
industry is strong, it creates economic value, jobs, and the
ability to voice our opinions onactionsneeded for environ-
mental stewardship anddecarbonization.Whether it’s
makingportsmore efficient, creatingmore value for our
mutual customers, or the advances thatwemustmakewith
respect to climate change. So, I’mproud just to be a
member.” Patrick seconds this, concluding that, “the keyword
is leadership, andweneed to foster that. I think that’smaybe
somethingwehaven’t done enough in thepast. Recognizing
that role of leaders and that they need their platforms—that
is our role.Theother is to interactwith intergovernmental
organizations such as the IMOas they talk to governments
directly and that combination is extremely powerful, and
withdigitalization, I thinkwe’ve got a really good case here,
which everybody should be interested towork in.”

“It’s stopping
40 million
intrusions”

GENE SEROKA
Executive director,
Port of Los Angeles
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PERSPECTIVE AMMONIA AS A FUEL

Agility today and flexibility
tomorrow in the fuels transition

I
n order to successfully achieve
shipping decarbonization by
2050, it has to start with

replacing 5% of international shipping’s
fuel mix with zero-emission fuels by 2030.

In particular, key international routes and
ports have been enabling conditions for first
movers of zero-emission fuels to achieve
this target. But for which fuels?

At this point, there is no right answer:
navigating the transition will require ex-
perimenting with multiple fuels across the
bunkering land- and seascape.

In some cases, that experimentation will
even need to happen within a given port:
the medium-term strategy for some hubs
will likely be multifuel.

The approach ports take to the fuels
question will therefore be crucial to achiev-
ing sufficient progress by 2030.

Notably, delivering port infrastructure
for the transition will require a high level of
coordination throughout the entire value
chain, with effective dialogue between
energy companies, fuel service providers,
ports, shipowners, and shippers.

In themix
The Getting to Zero Coalition’s Mapping of
Zero Emission Pilot and Demonstration Pro-
jects shows an increasing level of activity
throughout the value chain, including ports
and bunkering infrastructure.

The port and bunkering projects included
in themapping cover essentially all of the
potential zero-emission energy alternatives
— battery power, bio-based fuels, hydrogen,
methanol, and ammonia.

Several projects, particularly those in
Northern European ports, are explicitly

investigatingmultiple fuel and energy
sources andmodular systems to flexibly
meet the needs of different ship designs.

This makes sense: on the shipping side,
the mapping of pilot and demonstration
projects indicates some measure of spe-
cialization, with hydrogen and batteries in
focus for smaller vessels and ammonia and
methanol prioritized for larger ships.

Furthermore, early indications from the
industry’s orderbooks are that fuel flexi-
bility, in the form of both dual-fuel engines
and conventionally fueled engines that are
ammonia-ready, are an important part of
managing uncertainties and risks at this
stage in the transition.

Over time, fuel cost and availability,
vessel designs, and even the cargo type
moving through ports will affect which
fuels and energy solutions are adopted

008_009_PH_21_No5_Perspective 1_Ammonia as a fuel.indd 08008_009_PH_21_No5_Perspective 1_Ammonia as a fuel.indd 08 26-Aug-21 12:16:37 PM26-Aug-21 12:16:37 PM
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in each location. The big challenge will be
coordination — making sure that appro-
priate and efficient bunkering solutions
can be developed and deployed to match
operators’ strategies.

In the early part of the transition, proj-
ects that engage the entire value chain will
have a big impact.

Looking to ammonia
The case of ammonia provides an im-
portant example. Ammonia has some
characteristics that set it apart from fossil
fuels — including its toxicity. Yet ammonia
is already shipped as cargo around the
world, and routines and systems for its safe
handling can help inform the development
of bunkering solutions.

Collaboration between the companies
with cargo handling expertise, vessel
designers and operators, and ports can help
accelerate the development of ammonia
bunkering and lower the uncertainties
around deploying ammonia-powered ships.

Ammonia’s relatively low explosiveness
means that it also requires a pilot fuel for
ignition. This means that bunkering hubs
may want to providemultiple fuels for am-
monia-powered ships, including perhaps net
zero-emission biofuel for ignition purposes.

Looking at the other end of the value
chain, ports may also play an important
role in enabling fuel production.

Ports often host industrial clusters, and
most heavy industries are beginning to ex-
plore the role of blue and green hydrogen
in their own transformations.

Facilitation of industrial symbiosis that
produces hydrogen for multiple sectors can
lower the risks for
all parties — includ-
ing for off-takers of
shipping fuels.

A related chal-
lenge from the ports
perspective will be
building the suffi-
cient demand for a
given fuel, to give
ports the confidence
to invest in infra-
structure at scale.

Purported buyers’
clubs, which aggre-
gate soft commit-
ments frommany companies to purchase
zero-emission solutions, have been used
with some success in the renewable energy
and electric vehicle sectors.

As shipping companies begin to narrow
their interests down to a few fuels, the time
could be ripe to send a similar signal to

ports and fuel producers. Governments can
also help to de-risk these investments, for
example by using public innovation funding,
grants, and loan guarantees.

Two-thirds of the port-centric pilot and
demonstration projects in the Getting to
Zero Coalition’s Mapping have received
some public funding, and this will probably
be the key to success.

Synchronizing the development of
infrastructure with
the development of
demand and supply is
not simple. Many ports
will be familiar with
this process from the
emergence of LNG as
a shipping fuel over
the past two decades.

The transition to
zero-emission fuels
will have to happen
more quickly than the
adoption of LNG
at scale.

On the other hand,
this is a challenge for the entire industry
and every port will be impacted. This
means that once investment begins, it will
be large and transformational.

Ports preparing for the transformation
today may find themselves in a better
position than those who waited.

“A related challenge from
the ports perspective will
be building sufficient
demand for a given fuel,
to give ports the
confidence to invest in
infrastructure at scale”
JESSE FAHNESTOCK
Project director,
Global Maritime Forum

Pictured: The bunkering infrastructure in ports
will change with a future fuel mix.
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FEATURE INVESTMENT IN PORTS

Cause and effect
Investment in port infrastructure has continued apace despite the pandemic, by
way of economic stimulus. However, climate-changemitigation and amove
toward amore integrated trading network aremajor factors for existing plans

with capacity being of prime importance to governments and operators
FRANK LENNOX-MILLARD

W
hen it comes to themain drivers that steer port
investments, GuyHaesevoets, client director, Corpo-
rate Banking Ports Practice at BNP Paribas Fortis,
opined three factors: capacity, in the terminal but also
to the hinterland, themodal shift, and sustainability
— the reduction of carbon emissions through

renewable energy and digitalization—meaning better use of data to
improve efficiency. “Thesedrivers are of course strongly geographically
linked,” he said. “The investment drivers in theLeHavre-Hamburg range
will be different fromWestAfrica orAsia. InNorthernEurope, focuswill be
clearly onESGanddigitalization andautomation along the supply chain.”
Christa Sys, BNPParibas Fortis chair onTransport, Logistics, andPorts

at theDepartment ofTransport andRegional Economics,University ofAnt-
werp, added that investments bypublic authoritieswill remain crucial, “Pri-
vate playerswill always followandnever be in the leadhere, they sometimes
get directly involved throughPPPs, but alwayswith abig public covering of
main risks.” Sys sees the relationship between trade growth and transport
infrastructure spending as: “Demographic growth followedby trade growth
influencesmaritime trade,which again influences potential port through-
put/port infrastructure, affecting effective port throughput,meaning the
competitive positionof a port determineswhichpart ofmaritime traffic it
can attract at present aswell as in the future.”
However, ZiaulHaqueMunim, associate professor in theMaritime

Logistics Faculty of Technology,Natural andMaritimeSciences,University
of South-EasternNorway, and co-author ofThe impacts of port infrastructure
and logistics performance on economic growth, believes private investment is
increasingly important. In his opinion, cargo and container throughput are
themaindrivers of current investment in ports. “Allmajor ports including
transshipment ports, involve large private investments.This is logical as
private entitieswould bewilling to invest in growingbusinesses. Also,when
ports become large, it becomesdifficult for public entities to keeppacewith
required investment and technological advancements,” he said.
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“Demand is volatile in the shippingmarket and the
pandemichas justmade itworse because there havebeen
slumps indemand followedby rapid recovery and global
supply chains struggled to keepup, andwhen you get a ship
stuck in the SuezCanal for aweek, it doesn’t help.”

Capacity
Sys highlighted capacity and aneed for a long-termvision
incorporating thehinterland. She identifieddemographic
change as adriver of capacity— increases in population
meanmore cargo, food, andport capacity. “More ships
meana requirement for adequate infrastructure and super-
structure in theports.”
Smith said portswill only invest inmore capacity if there

is expecteddemand. “A lot of port investment doesn’t pay
for itself in cash termsbecause if youbuild anewport, it
has a life of about 100 years.No investor really thinks about
a 100-year investment, so theunderlying infrastructure,
in particular thedredging of anewport, really needs to be
underwrittenby government.
“A lot of the time it is government sayingweneedmore

port capacity. Itwill be doingwhat governmentwants it to
do, but also trying tomake itself commercially viable.”
Capacity, consolidation, and automation are driving

investment in a four-phase developmentprogramat the
Maritime andPortAuthority of Singapore (MPA), said
spokespersonSereneLiu. Consolidation is intended to
reduce inter-terminal haulage operations. “Our plan is to
consolidate all container port activities from the current
terminals to a single location atTuas at thewestern endof
Singapore.When fully completed in the 2040s, TuasPort
will be theworld’s largest fully automated container termi-
nal, capable of handlingup to 65millionTEUper annum.”
It is likely that real estate has also been a factor in repur-

posing the existing port,whichhas becomeprimebecause
theport is adjacent to the central business district and the

Pictured: The container market is in turmoil following the pandemic.

“Another key driverwould be geographical locations.
Some small ports or potential port locationswould be
attractive to private entities for port investment if they
offer potential for a growingport throughputmarket share.
Someportsmaybe attractive due to overarchinghinter-
land expansionpossibilities,which is observed in the case
of several Europeanports such as LeHavre, Barcelona, and
Marseille. Onahigher level, global economic growth also
drives port investment as port throughput is highly associ-
atedwith global economy.”

Thepandemic
Global economieswere hit in 2020 at different times, to
different degrees, and indifferentways. Thereafter followed
a rollercoaster of recovery slowedbynewwaves, variants,
and restrictivemeasures imposedby states, then an easing
and reimposing ofmeasures that perpetuateduncertain-
ty.However,with vaccination rollouts and their positive
results the return tonormality has remained steady, if slow.
The IHSMarkitGlobal TradeAtlas (GTA) forecasts a

global recovery in 2021,with year-on-year realGDPgrowth
rates predicted to reach 6%.This renewedoptimismmust
be a factor in investment, but the applicationofKeynesian
economics in attempts to stimulate artificially recessive
economieswas certainly an influence.MainlandChina,
taking advantage of its centralizedpower structure,
invested in exports andmanufacturing,whichdid result in
a swift recovery of its economywith services followingback
into profit.TheEuropeanUnion andUnited States also an-
nouncedhuge investment programs to stimulate the econ-
omypost-COVID-19.Most of these funds are beingused to
invest in sustainable infrastructure. “Public spendingwill
increase and therefore,might be at the front door of an era
of infrastructure investment as seen in the 1960s–1970s,”
saidHaesevoets,whoadded that although thepandemic
has createduncertainty, it has also improved creativity and
innovation andbenefiteddigitalization: “Resilient supply
chainswill getmore attention. Trends such asnearshoring
might in timehave an impact on globalization.”
An example of recovery and investment is the Port of

Houston, US,where a reboundbegan in the latter part of
2020 despite the pandemic and summer slump. “We sur-
passed the 3millionTEUmark for the first time,with a to-
tal of 3,001,164TEU for the year,” said a port spokesperson.
“Theoutlookwas solid aswe began this year—and after
an unprecedentedwinter storm in February—container
TEUhave had double-digit growth inMarch, April, and
May.” Projects includewidening theHouston ship channel
from 160 to 213m,which begun inMay, and there are plans
to continue growing the infrastructure at both terminals.
With anote of caution, PricewaterhouseCoopers’s direc-

tor in Jakarta, Julian Smith, regards thepandemic as adriv-
er of fluctuations in tradebutnot of investment because
he said demand for shipping is a derivative of a demand for
other things. “So,when you get a relatively small percentage
change in the economy, it can lead to a larger change in
demand for shipping because the capacity in the shipping
network is fixed in the short term.There tends to bequite a
bit of volatility in the shippingmarket, because of how long
it takes to build anewport or anewship.
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high-endSentosadevelopment.Thehigh-speed rail con-
nection toKuala Lumpur andbeyondmayhave also been a
factor in consolidation to Jurong. Automation and scale are
drivers aswell—COVID-19 stimulusnot somuch—with
planshaving been set before that becamea factor.
Capacity pressures are also driving investment at the

Port ofDurban (TNPA).GeneralmanagerMosheMotlohi
said theport has a container capacity of 2.9millionTEU
and thedemand is fast catchingupwith the available
capacity. “Actual volumeshandled in the recent past is ap-
proximately 2.8millionTEU, thus leaving a verymarginal
surplus capacity. Basedon this background, it is therefore
imperative to createmore capacity.”
Theport intends to create capacity aheadof demand

andposition. It is a hubport, able to handle large deepsea
vessels and service the sub-Sahara via transshipments.

Geopolitics
Another important factor is geopolitics. There has been a
gradual realignment of trading power and relationships
providing for evolving national and regional require-
ments. Inmaritime terms, the global village is a suprana-
tional lakewith an interconnectedness that transcends
artificial boundaries.
Japanhas several projects underwaybasedon regional

policy.The Japan InternationalCooperationAgency’s
cooperation strategy for the port sector aims to formulate
the globalmaritimenetwork toward improvement of con-
nectivity as a pillar of growth in accordancewith Japanese
government strategies such asFreeOpen Indo-Pacific and
quality infrastructure investment. “Therefore,wemainly
focus onport developmentprojects in the countries along
themajormaritime route fromAsia toEurope through the
Middle East andAfrica,whichhave enoughdepth for very
large ships byYenLoan, plus someport development proj-
ects in Pacific countries to improve their quality of life.”
ResearcherMunimsaid thatmanyports are skeptical of

foreign investment, for example, Chittagong inBangladesh.
“I see the foreign investment in port projects in developing
countries as positive.The takeover of the Sri LankanHam-
bantota port byChinaHarbourEngineeringCompanywas
rather unexpected. Inmyopinion, theBelt andRoad initia-
tive by theChinese government is good for trade facilitation
but theparticipating countries should carefully negotiate
the terms and conditions,” he said. “Also, countries should
consider a trading capwith other countries so that they do
not rely on a single country formajority of their trade.”

Thedrivers
Aport and its environs consist of a layering of disparate but
complementary elementsworking together. These elements
include the super, infra, and substructures required to facil-
itate efficient port operation aswell as themobile, human,
anddigital elements that fit into the geographic entity. All
these evolve together toward smoother, safer, andmore
efficient transportationof cargo in andout of andwithin a
state’smaritimeborders.
The speed and constituents of this steadyprogression are

of particular concern to governments aswell as commer-
cial interests.The import and export of food, goods, and

services are vital to national prosperity and securitywith
far-reaching international implications.
The source of port investment varies around theworld,

which is also related to port governancemodels, ofwhich
there are several, saidMunim. “In 2007, theWorldBank
proposed fourmain classifications: service, tool, landlord,
andprivate. In the service portmodel, all port labor, super-
structure, and infrastructure are ownedby the government
or a public entity. In the tool portmodel, only port labor is
privately arranged,while in the landlordportmodel, both
labor and superstructure are privately arranged. In thepri-
vatemodel, of course everything is privately owned, hence,
all investment comes fromprivate sources under thismod-
el. Currently, themajority of ports inwestern countries are
operatingunder the landlordmodel,while private ports are
mainly seen in theUnitedKingdomandAustralia. Service
ports are still dominant in thedevelopingworld, financed
bymainly host governments.
“When it comes toport investment,we also have to

bear inmind that it is a capital-intensive industry and
investments can easily take aminimumof 25–30 years
to reachbreakeven. Some investmentmight never reach
breakeven if the ports fail to attract cargo. As international
trade brings economic growth, countriesmust invest and
maintain ports for international trade. Initially, before the
1980s, themajority of all port investment came from the
governments. In later decades, in thedevelopedworld, the
majority of the port investment already comes from the
private sector. But this is not the case for developingworld.”
Munim favors the landlordmodel becausewholly public

organizations are often less efficient and lack service quali-
ty, particularly in thedevelopingworldwhere country level
institutional forces areweaker.
Haesevoets believes the important developments going

forwardwill consist of creating amore efficientmaritime
supply chain byboosting digitization and smart appli-
cations in combinationwith an improved cooperation
between thedifferent actors—shipper, liner, terminal, and
transporter: “In addition, themain challenge for eachport
will be to create the right capacity in a sustainableway.This
is also ahuge opportunity since ports shouldplay a key role
in theproduction and transport of renewable energy and
carbon-free alternative fuels.”
Various factors drive investment in port infrastructure,

but these are often largely the concernof the government.
These factors include climate change and sea-level rises;
demographic changes affecting long-termdemand for
capacity; and consolidation and integrationwithin andbe-
yondports involving automation, digitalization, andother
efficiencies.These generally coincidewith the commercial
imperatives of a port and the symbiotic relationship that
canprovide—andprovide for—abroad vision.
Theport can affect theneed for investment from

whatever source, especially transport links in thehinter-
land, but everythinghangs on government and commercial
policy, bothofwhich are dependent on thefluctuations of
international trade and internal domestic pressures. Smith
saidhedoesnot see ports as driving investment, “Ports
respond to trends or government policy rather than
themselves driving infrastructure investment.”
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Visit ihsmarkit.com/MaritimePortal toenjoyano-risk trial of theMaritimePortal

Maritime Portal
TheOnlySource YouNeed forMaritime
andShipTracking Intelligence.

“What if you could access market-leading maritime solutions in
one place?” We are uniquely positioned to provide a platform which
combines data from our two flagship online products: AISLive and
Sea-webTM. By connecting Sea-web’s comprehensive ship and
ownership data with AISLive’s terrestrial and satellite ship
movement intelligence, the Maritime Portal delivers a powerful
market-leading solution.

Benefits

‒ Integrated products and business intelligence

‒ Actionable maritime information and insight

‒ Global picture of the world fleet, that companies that manage them,
the ports they call at, and their movements and trading history

‒ Designed to streamline your operational workflows

‒ Access to world leading forecasting tools

‒ Only source of unrivalled maritime intelligence you need
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T
he story goes that aUS tourist
walking throughDublin stopped a
local and asked, “Howdo I get to

Trinity College?” and thewag answered,
“Well, first of all, I wouldn’t start fromhere!”
Thiswas no doubt an irritating advice, if it

ever happened, but perhaps it would be good
advice for the shipping industry in these
times. Aswe aim for zero-carbon emissions
and struggle with powering ourmodern
monstrous ships fromone huge remote deep
port to another huge remote deep port, we
might like to think aboutwhywe ship like
this?The economy of scale associatedwith
bigger ships is so ingrained in shipping that
it is often not questioned or its
wider consequences analyzed.
The economy of scale is

dependent on the cost of hy-
drocarbons. Globalized trade is
based onmarkets being unified
through thewilling buyer’s
price exceeding thewilling
seller’s price bymore than the
cost of transport.This opening
of the arbitrage establishes the
trade lane and creates theworld
of trade aswe know it.
However, the cost of hydrocarbons has

been subsidized throughout their use
because the environmental damage of their
extraction, refining, and consumption has
not been counted properly, or at all!They
have always been too cheap!
Bigger ships had another damaging fea-

ture; as they got bigger, the ports to accom-
modate themhad to be rebuilt further out
from the cities that had been built around
the older smaller ports, whichwe are so des-
perate to revive as heritage harbors, or city
center attractions today. As the shipsmoved
away from the cities, so did the seafarers, in
fact, todaymost people in theWest hardly
know that shipping is themode of transport
that has globalized theworldmarkets.

Needless to say, road transport has
bridged the gap from themega-port to the
city and consumer, leading to the belief that
all transport is by lorry.
Solving the fuel problem for big ships

with the tools currently available, andwith
the necessary autonomy for long voyages,
looks difficult on a single-ship basis, and
all but impossible, on a fleet-wide basis. If
shipping steppedback to the era of smaller
ships that completemore of the cargoes total
voyage, sailing back into the center of London
—beyond theupper Pool—orLiverpool, or
to smaller ports such asWhitby, then there
will be fewer lorries on the road,more jobs at

sea and in revitalized cities, and
renewed familiaritywith the
maritime industry for the gen-
eral public, andperhapsmore
recognition that seaworkers are
keyworkers. It is a single change
that suddenly could be solving a
multitude ofmodern ills.
So, aswe strugglewith am-

monia versusmethaneor solar
panels or hydrogen,wemight
need to thinkdifferently, but not
in a revolutionaryway.There

is noneed to end containerization; I amnot
pleading for out-of-the-box thinking!
The romance of this idea should not

obscure the fact that it could be a good
solution, nor should it be a surprise that
when the right things are done, they can
comewith collateral benefits, not collateral
damage. It is nature’s way of telling you that
you are on the right track!

“Most in the
West hardly
know that it is
shipping that
has globalized
the world
markets”

I would not
start from here

PADDY RODGERS
Director, National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, UK
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There is a common industry saying that “if you’ve seen one
port, you’ve seen one port”. Thismeans that every port,
including the organizations and facilities operatingwithin its

boundary, has evolved in a uniqueway. As ports havemodernized, this
saying now applies to how digitalization and cyber riskmanagement
have been handled. Each port facility will have unique informa-
tion technology and operational technology architectures
and leverages industrial internet of things capabilities to
meet the needs of its business and customers. These or-
ganizations now need to be prepared to limit the fallout
of cyber incidents towithin their defined acceptable risk
limits for their unique situation.

As themaritime business are relyingmore heavily on
systems, applications, and information to one extent or an-
other, resiliency requires the involvement of the entire organ-
ization. Ultimate responsibility lies with the executive leadership of
the organization, whether that be the owner, CEO, board, or other senior
executives. The ports that are best copingwith cyberattacks realize this
is a business challenge, not just an IT issue. These organizations are
investing in technical cybersecurity controls, but also ensuring that pro-
cesses are in place, training occurs, and that they collaboratewith and

share cybersecurity related informationwith their third-party partners.
Based on the information reported to theMaritime Transportation

System Information Sharing andAnalysis Center (MTS-ISAC), ports and
port facilities experience cyberattacks daily. These are not hypothetical
cyberattacks, but near continuous real-world events. Most of these

attacks are thwarted and port operations continue unhindered.
However, asmedia reports have shown over the last few
years, there have been cyberattacks at port facilities
globally that have resulted in operational impacts.
Recovering from an takes a toll on personnel and impact
resources at the targeted facility and across the supply
chain as well. However, those facilities have been able to
recover and can resume operations. Holistically speaking,

themaritime transportation system (MTS) is highly resilient.
Regardless of the threat, theMTS has proven over centuries

that it is able to copewith the fallout of impactful events and
continuemoving goods and people around theworld. Cyberattacks are
just one of severalmodern risks requiring riskmanagement strategies to
be continually reviewed, evaluated and updated andMTS stakeholders
can further improve their cyber preparedness and resiliency by applying
IAPH’s Cybersecurity Guidelines for Ports and Port Facilities.

There is no elegant, all-encompassing answer to this, and that
a range of factors affects anymeasure of a single organiza-
tion’s level of cybersecurity preparedness. For a port or port

facility to be cyber resilient, whatmattersmost is the degree towhich its
capabilities — its people, procedures, technologies, and budgets — are
appropriately and effectively organized, deployed,managed,
and sustained. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic has
accelerated the pace of digitalization across the port
industry, conferring technological, economic and even
intellectual advantages to some organizations and port
communities. Such considerations only signify the tip of
any effort to determine a port’s cyber resilience. Howev-
er, the deployment of capital into complex and integrated
technologies for the purpose of operational efficiency and
economic gain does not always equate to amore cyber resil-
ient operation; themore technologically sophisticated, complex,
and integrated a port or port facility, themore vulnerable and damaging
or disruptive a successful cyberattackwill be.

No two ports are alike but they all operatewithin a global threat
landscape populated by organized criminal syndicates, nation states, and
hacktivists unconstrained by borders, legal norms, funding, or imagina-

tion. Collectively, their actions and campaigns are constantly evolving,
persistent, and increasingly sophisticated. As such, it is less amatter of
if thanwhen a cyberattack successfully impacts a port or port facility.
Notably, ransomware attacks are increasingly targeting public services
— local government agencies andmunicipalities, hospitals, utilities, etc.

Port operators, residing at the nexus of local, regional, and glob-
al trade, should take note. Cyber resilience — also considered
cybersecurity capabilitymaturity — can be achieved by im-
plementing an enterprise, all-hands approach. It begins
with executive engagement and oversight. Additionally,
establish procedures to promote regular communication
between IT staff and key staff, such as facility security
and operations. Implement cyber awareness training and

incorporate cyberthreat scenarios into drills and exercises
to test the organization’s response. Update incident response

plans and procedureswith lessons-learned. Only deploy technol-
ogies if they can be appropriatelymanaged and sustained. Establish
budgets to support cyber riskmanagement activities.

While no two ports are equally prepared tomeet the cyber challenge,
all ports and port facilities can seek to achieve suitable levels cybersecu-
rity capabilitymaturity.

MAX J. BOBYS | Vice president, HudsonCyber

THEDEBATE

SCOTT DICKERSON | Executive director, Maritime Transportation System ISAC

Are ports readily prepared to copewith the fallout
of a potential cyberattack?
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NOVEMBER/DECEMBER | PORT DUES

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
CYBERSECURITY

POLL RESULTS
Just as differentiated as our debate
contributors, P&H readers see the
discussion around the readiness of
ports following a cyberattack. 57% of
respondents think ports are not pre-
pared, a marginal majority andmaybe
no shrieking alarm signal but definitely
no vote of confidence either.

However, it is a chiming alert that
more preparation needs to be done,
as, to quote Max Bobys of this month’s
debate, it is a question of when a port
gets attacked and not if.

With ports being one part of the
supply chain, fallouts can be devastat-
ing and unleash a cascade of delays all
caused by a preventable attack that
hinders ports from processing cargo.

Areyou
confident your port is readily

prepared to copewith the fallout
of a potential cyberattack?

Should ports consider a bonus-malus system
based on the environmental performance of a ship
in terms of air andGHGemissions?

Either scan the above QR code or use the web link below
to submit your answer to this month’s poll:

bit.ly/IAPHNovDecPoll
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With November playing host to two significant meet-
ings pertaining to the global journey of emission re-
ductions, COP26 and IMO’s MEPC77meeting, we want
to look at voluntary — or evenmandatory — measures
ports can introduce to expedite this journey.

With them being gateways to the world, they also
have the opportunity and responsibility to foster
sustainable business practices among shipping as well
as transport companies.

For the November/December edition of P&H, we
therefore want to discuss if port authorities should
introduce differentiated port dues that are based on the
carbon foot print of the fuel a shipping company uses.
This is aimed at encouraging low emission fuels and aid
with reducing toxic air pollution.
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M
aintaining the through-flow of
cargo is essential, but global
supply chains have proven

extremely delicate and vulnerable by the
work stoppages and interruptionsmore
than a year into the COVID-19 pandemic.
Part of the problem is that processes are
antiquated, and a reliance on human
intervention holds up the system. BIMCO
highlighted that only 49 of the 174 IMO
member states have port community
systems, whereupon stakeholders can
coordinate port processeswithout having
to rely on telephone calls and sheaves
of paperwork.
The IAPH, togetherwithmajormaritime

associations,made a joint statement in
2020 that called onport operators to collab-
orate and implement smart portmeasures.
ChinaMerchants Port Holdings

Co Ltd (ChinaMerchants Port) offers
one example of how this can be done:
operating ports across theGreater Bay
Area, which services an area ofmainland
China incorporating 11 cities and seven
different customs regimes. Expediting
these processes has been amajor priority
for the company.This has been achieved
using a coordinated portmodel, whereup-
on an international hub port corresponds
with a hinterland counter-port. Customs
processes undertaken at the inland port
are similar towhen the container reaches
the export terminal and vice versa;mean-
while, the cargo is free tomove by barge,
unimpeded by the process.
This is accomplished using a block-

chain-based system that enables customs
authorities to verify compliancewith reg-
ulations, and trading companies can com-
plete import and export clearance in their
home territories, allowing containers to
keepmoving throughout the process.The
ledger software prevents records frombeing
falsified,maintaining a trust-based timeline
between authorities, which does not require
them to be in constant communication.
“The blockchain platformproject for

logistics and trade facilitation in the
Greater Bay Area connects customs,
ports, cargo owners, freight forwarders,
financial institutions, and other related
parties, integrating information, logistics,

and capital flow,” saidDr Robin Li Yubin,
deputy generalmanager of ChinaMer-
chants Port. “The vision in the long run is
to achieve precise supervision, logistics
intensification, intelligent operation,
process visualization, and financial inclu-
sion,” he said.The successful completion
of the project will not only provide strong
support for the company to build themost
competitive port logistics capacity system
but also provide a successfulmodel for the
improvement of the business environment
of cross-border trade and the incubation
of technological innovation applications
in theGuangdong-HongKong-Macao
Greater Bay Area, he added.
“By the end of June 2021, a total of 14

terminals and 35 barge berths in the Pearl
River Delta had been
successfully connect-
ed with the system,
amongwhich Shunde
Xingang, Beijiao
Phase I, and Beijiao
Phase II terminals
have started live car-
go testing, successful-
ly realizing the export
business on the sys-
tem, improving the
means of supervision
and enhancing the
efficiency,” he summarized.

5Gconnectivity
Enabling the connectedport is 5G, a tech-
nology poorly understoodby the general
population, but already conferring consid-
erable benefits for industries throughout
mainlandChina. A short-wavelengthband,
the physical limits of high-band5G for data
transfer allow forGbit/s download speeds.
This is enough todownload every episode
of the Sopranos in highdefinition inunder
threeminutes, but it is also fast enough to
make laying expensive networks of cable
across ports amoot point.
“Operation flow of container terminals

is a typical context to demonstrate the
capability of 5G technology in terms of its
speed and coverage,” saidDr Li Yubin.
Theconnectivity 5Gaffords has enabled

theuse of automation to integrate equip-

ment around theport, such as quay cranes
andunmanned trucks, and connect themto
aproprietaryport operating system. “The in-
house container terminal operating system
[CTOS] is functioning as ahost system to
connectwith other technology to formulate
an advanced, practical solutionusing our
automated terminal—HaixingContainer
Terminal inMawan, Shekou. CTOS is a
provenproduct as it is adopted in our home-
ports in [mainland]China andoverseas,
aswell as other commercial terminals not
under theChinaMerchants Port network.”
However,Dr Li Yubinwarned that au-

tomationcomeswithdownsides, andcyber-
attackdrills andprecautionarymeasures
must be taken seriously to preventmalware
attacks and security breaches. “With the im-
provement of the port’s intelligent automa-
tion level and the online service, operations
and services of the port are exposed to a
higher degree of cyberattacks and risks.
Productionwill be impacted significantly.
Cyberattacks should be oneof themost key
tasks an automatedport operator should

strictlymonitor in
the future.”
For this, “we recom-

mend raising the level
of awareness of cyber-
security and tran-
scend this awareness
in day-to-dayworking
routine and practice
in the company. Also,
to strengthen network
security technical pro-
tection capabilities,
adopt cloud deploy-

ment and other technologies to optimize
and enhance technical defense capabilities
against cyberattacks.”

Morethan justaport
Developments atChinaMerchants Port are
guidedby the ethos that a port should be
regarded as ahub for transport, rather than
awaypoint. Closer integrationwith cities
through theport, park, and city (PPC)model
emphasises on the role of ports as centers
of business. “Shenzen-Shekouused tobe a
fishery village 40 years ago. By adopting this
PPCmodel, it has developed into amodern
citywith aGDPofUS$60,000.”
Consequently, Dr Li Yubin said, “Aport is

no longer just a physical infrastructure
providing stevedoring services to vessels.
Ports are vital to the supply chain. After a
port is built, it attracts various economic
activities,manufacturing, and trading.”

ChinaMerchants Port Holdings Co Ltd is trialling blockchain to
ease the administrative burden of transshipments on ports
CHARLIE BARTLETT

"Cyberattacks
should be one of
the most key tasks
an automated port
operator should
strictly monitor
in the future"

Photo:China
M
erchants

PortH
oldings
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prepared
Better be

IN NUMBERS CYBERSECURITY

D
uring theWorld Ports Conference
in June, organized by the IAPH
and IHSMarkit, a panel on

cybersecurity warned of the low insurance
uptake in themaritime sphere to cover
oneself from threats. This is particularly
worrying as to gain cover, a company has to
prove counter measures are in place.

With themaritime supply chain being
so connected, even if a company is not the
direct target of an attack, its operation can
suffer from collateral damage. Having pro-
cedures in place is thus vital to ensure oper-
ations continue after an incident. This is also
pertinent owing to themanifold directions
threats come from, including governments,
competitors, organized crime, and insiders.

Regulation of this issue for ports is diffi-
cult, considering they cannot be included in
the IMO 2021 guidelines onmaritime cyber
risk management albeit sitting within this
net of cyber threats. However, the IMO’s
International Ship and Port Facility Security
Code, as part of the SOLAS Convention,
does ask for cyber preparedness.

Consequently, the IMO issued a circular,
following IAPH’s call to push digitalization,
and worked with the association on guide-
lines for the C-level management of ports.
These will be presented at the IMOMSC104
in October and P&H summarized them on
the following pages.

Adhering to those will also be important
as future insurance coverage will be judged
on the level of cyber preparedness a port
can show.

A look at the growing number ofmaritime cyberattacks
beingmade public support the need for the new IAPH
Cybersecurity Guidelines for Ports and Port Facilities

INESNASTALI

2011–13

Port of Antwerp

Suffered a breach of IT systems
that controlled the movement and
location of containers

400%

Increase of cyberattacks
between February and
May 2020 according to

Naval Dome
6–14
days

is the average downtime
after a breach, according

to AON

$100k
was the average ransom
demanded in 2020,
according to AON

68%

of BIMCO/Safety at Sea
survey respondents

experienced a phishing
attack in 2020

28%

lostmoney say BIMCO/Safety
at Sea survey respondents

who experiences a
cyberattack

52%

of BIMCO/Safety at Sea
survey respondents say
their staff is the biggest

cybersecurity vulnerability

Cyber
stats
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Notablemaritime cybersecurity attacks 2011–21

2021

Bourbon

Offshore service provider Bourbon
had its IT systems breached

2018

Port of San Diego

More than 200 public entities
were attacked in this
cybersecurity breach

2020

MSC

Following the attack, the company
website was unavailable

2020

Port of Shahid Rajaee

Terminal operating systemwere
hacked that resulted in a shutdown
of the port

2018

Toll Group

IT systems of the freight company
were shut down resulting in an
offline booking and tracking system

2016

Port of Rotterdam

The port only declared a major
cybersecurity incident without
giving details

2021

Carnival

In the fourth attack in three years,
the company’s IT systems were
encrypted by hackers

2021

K Line

Another liner that suffered from
an attack on its IT systems

2017

Maersk

Computers were infected with NotPetya
malware, which disturbed operations in 17
port terminals that Maersk operates

2020

IMO

The breach led to web services
not being accessible

2019

Princess Cruise (Carnival)

The cruise company was targeted for
passenger data

2018

Port of Barcelona

During this attack, IT systems of the
port were affected

2020

Carnival

In the following year, Princess Cruise’
head company Carnival also had
passenger data stolen

2020

CMA CGM

The French company reported a data
breach and isolated systems to limit
the impact of the ransomware attack

2018

Port of Long Beach

IT systems of COSCO within the US
were targeted and breached

2021

Transnet

The attack resulted in the slowdown
of container operations

Targeted Opportunistic

2011

Port of Rotterdam

The Tax and Customs Administration’s
IT systems to process import and
export data were down

2021

HMM

The South Korean liner suffered from
an email system outage
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1.

3.

The business case

The three lines of defense

To determine levels of investment in cyber risk management,
executives must first understand how a cyber event impacts the or-
ganization’s ability to function and the potential costs of disruption.
This can be achieved through a business impact analysis and the
development of realistic cyber loss scenarios.

Access the full IAPH Cybersecurity Guidelines for Ports and Port
Facilities here:

bit.ly/IAPHCyberGuide1

2. The CIA triad

Availability, Integrity, and Confidentiality, typically referred to as
the “CIA-triad” is a valuable approach to protect the hyper-connect-
ed global maritime supply chain.

CIA
Triad

Integrity

Confidentiality

Availability

Line of defense
• Management controls
• Internal control measures

Senior
management

External audit

Regulator

Governing body/
Audit committee

Line of defense
• Financial controller
• Security
• Risk management
• Quality
• Inspection
• Compliance

Line of defense
• Internal audit

1st

2nd

3rd

The first line of defense is responsible for implementing the
security controls andmeasures based on the cybersecurity
principals and best practices outlined in the risk management
framework adopted by the organization.

The second line of defense leverages best practices that
support risk management and compliance-based activities.

The third line of defense is the internal audit department that
may check with the second line depending on the guidelines
(in accordance with the risk tolerance, etc.) and if these are
implemented by the first line.

+ +
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4. The chain of information

With the maritime supply chain being so connected, ports not only need internal concepts but agreed scenarios to communicate with the other stakeholders.

* PFSO= Port facility security officer CIO = Chief information officer

Confidentiality
Ensures that information or systems are only accessible to authorized users. In guarding its data
confidentiality, a port or port facility may group information according to sensitivity and restricted
access, both digitally and physically. Tactics for ensuring confidentiality include file permissions,
encryption, and access control lists.

Integrity
Integrity refers to preserving information or system accuracy. It is about the protection of data from
unauthorized modification or deletion. Integrity violations can undermine confidence that data about goods,
customers, or finances is no longer reliable. Ports and port facilities may use version control or system backups
to ensure unauthorized changes to data can be reverted.

Availability
Availability represents the certainty that users of a digital system or information canmake use of it when needed.
Cyberthreats targeting availability can cause critical system outages, to include terminal operating systems, Wi-Fi and
RFID-enabled operations, office-based ERP systems, and network enabled communications, such as IP-based telephones.
To protect availability, ports and port facilities may have a number of redundancies in place as well as protections against
denial of service attacks.

Public

• Supply chain stakeholders
• PFSO
• Regulators
• Others external partners

Public messages Port community
cyber defence

Port facility

CEO CIOCybersecurity
strategy

Port facility
cyber defence

Cybersecurity
analysts

Cybersecurity
business

coordination

Cybersecurity
awareness

Functional directors All employees

International National Maritime sector Port sector Port community Port
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Trialing tests
Recent forcemajeure declarations have
shown the insecurities of SouthAfrican
maritime infrastructure that is poised to

host alternative fuels hubs
NICCI BOTHA

O
n paper, South Africa’s maritime industry appears
to be thriving. As the second-biggest economy on
the African continent, South Africa serves as the

international trade gateway for many of its interior neigh-
bors. It is also the axis to East/West and North/South
shipping routes. Yet, it is not living up to its potential.

There are many reasons. It is easy to blame the aftermath
of the COVID-19 pandemic for the underperformance of the
country’s ports, but the fault lines run deeper than that.
As with many of South Africa’s state-owned enterprises,
the port authority’s infrastructure was hollowed out by the
widespread, almost institutionalized, corruption.

Under the stewardship of former president Jacob Zuma,
billions were reportedly siphoned unchecked out of state
coffers, while various economic reports state that misman-
agement and neglect has led to the deterioration of essential
port infrastructure and equipment.

This is evident as the country’s fourmajor container ports
were ranked in the bottom four of theWorld Bank’s Container

Pictured:Aerial view of Cape Town, South Africa, with its port.
Photo: Getty Images/brazzo

PROJECT FOCUS SOUTH AFRICA
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Port Performance Index 2020. Out of 351 ports in the study,
Cape Town, Gqeberha (formerly Port Elizabeth), Ngqura, and
Durban came in at 347th, 348th, 349th, and 351st respectively,
below other African ports, such as Djibouti, Abidjan, Beira,
Maputo, Walvis Bay, Dar es Salaam, andMombasa.

Independent subsidiary
On the positive side, there are moves to get South African
ports back to a global standard. In June, President Cyril
Ramaphosa announced that the Transnet National Ports
Authority (TNPA) will become an independent subsidiary
from the state-owned logistics, freight, and rail company,
Transnet, albeit 15 years after the National Ports Act of 2005
was promulgated.

“The weak performance of our ports is the result of
structural challenges in our logistics system and operational
inefficiencies,” he said.

The Act provides for the port authority to separate into
two entities: TNPA as the infrastructure owner with its own
board appointed by the Minister of Public Enterprises and
Transnet Port Terminals (TPT) as the terminal operator.

President Ramaphosamade the announcement under
the auspices of the country’s Economic Reconstruction
and Recovery Plan, designed to help the country’s growth
post-COVID-19.

“In particular, it will mean that revenues generated by the
ports can be invested in port infrastructure, both for the
replacement of old equipment and for the upgrading and
expansion of our ports.

“The creation of a separate subsidiary will allow the ports
authority to make its own investment decisions and will
ensure that it treats all terminal operators fairly and equally
in the interests of port users,” he added.

Ramaphosa said this reformwill have a direct impact
on port users and export industries. They will benefit from
increased efficiency, lower costs, and new investment in
port infrastructure.

There is also talk that TPT is on the look out for a global
operator partner to improve the poor performance of its
container terminals.

Forcemajeures
However, not long after the presidential announcement,
South African ports were hit by two unprecedented crises
that unfolded quickly after another.

The first was the civil unrest that started in KwaZulu-Natal
province in early July, caused by Zuma’s incarceration for con-
tempt of court after he defied a Constitutional Court order for
him to attend a judicial inquiry into allegations of his involve-
ment in the aforementioned institutionalized corruption.

The protests turned into looting, triggered by socioeco-
nomic hardships, such as unemployment and poverty, which
have been worsened by the pandemic.

The unrest severely disrupted operations in the province’s
two ports: Durban, which handles about 60% of South Afri-
ca’s traffic and is the busiest container port in sub-Saharan
Africa; and Richards Bay — before spreading to the country’s
economic hub — Gauteng province. The TNPA and TPT
declared forcemajeures in both ports and various private
terminals followed suit.

A few days later, the TNPA reported that operations are
slowly beginning to normalize as the number of employees
reporting for shifts starts, and terminal operations at the
Port of Durban continue to improve. The Port of Richards
Bay also managed to clear all shipping backlogs.

Barely a week after the civil unrest, reports started emerg-
ing in the local media that a cyberattack had disrupted the
Navis container operating systems at Cape Town, Durban,
Gqeberha, and Ngqura, leading to TNPA declaring another
forcemajeure.

The four major container terminals had to resort to
amanual processes, where the shipper had to submit a
physical copy of necessary documents instead. These had
to be checked and processed, resulting in limited efficiency
of port operations and extension of the cargo dwell time and
backlog, TNPA said in a statement.

In the immediate wake of the cyberattack, the local gov-
ernment in theWestern Cape province said in a statement
that “the IT disruptions have had a significant impact on op-
erations at the Port of Cape Town and performance has been
way below the daily average of more than 2,000 containers
over the quay wall per day.”

“In total, seven days of full operation have been lost with
more than 10,000 containers delayed and 2 vessels having
bypassed the Port of Cape Town,” the statement added.

Zero-carbonemission fuel hub
Despite the immediate problems facing South Africa’s port
operations, the country’s abundant renewable energy
resources and geographical location make it well positioned
to supply zero-carbon fuel
to the global maritime
industry, a report by
Ricardo and Environmental
Defense Fund for the P4G
Getting to Zero Coalition
Partnership said.

“The choice of zero
-carbon shipping fuels for
vessels bunkering in South
Africa is dependent on a
range of factors, including
uptake within the global
maritime sector, local con-
text around the port, cost
and practical implications
of the infrastructure, the
characteristics of the fuels, and suitability to different shipping
applications,” the report said.

Green hydrogen is the proposed fuel of choice for larger
vessels, which fits in well with several government initiatives
such as the Hydrogen Society Roadmap, aimed at tapping
into South Africa’s mineral and renewable energy resources,
and developing hydrogen to boost the economy and decar-
bonize some of the country’s heavy industries.

Pictured right: Aerial view of jack-up type drilling rig Endeavour
Spirit of Independence, berthed in the tranquil turquoise Saldanha
Bay, South Africa. Photo: Getty Images/ Grant Duncan-Smith

"In total, seven days
of full operation have
been lost with more
than 10,000 containers
delayed and 2 vessels
having bypassed the
Port of Cape Town"

TRANSNET on the impact of
the cyberattack in July
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For green hydrogen to become a viable bunker fuel option
to reach zero-carbon emissions by 2050, there would have
to be somemajor infrastructural and safety changes at the
country’s ports.

Captain Vernon Keller, deputy chief operations officer
at the South African Maritime Safety Authority, said that
hydrogen raises several safety concerns: it is extremely
explosive and needs to be stored at temperature of -253°C
and large storage volume is required. “Infrastructure needs
to be developed to ensure proper management and storage
of hydrogen fuels. As South African ports are built close to
residential areas, theremay be a greater possible risk should
there be a leak or explosion,” he continued.

“With any new fuel or technology, the IMOwould consider
the safety precaution requirements and amend any applica-
ble convention to ensure that any fuel can be carried safely.”

“New legislation would need to be drafted based on
these convention amendments to regulate compliance and
enforcement,” Keller added.

SaldanhaBay
Home to a large ore exporting port and located 150 km north
of Cape Town, Saldanha Bay, is mentioned as a case study in
the report. There is also an industrial development zone that
offers special concessions and tax breaks for companies that
set up there, especially those focused on beneficiation or
adding to the value chain.

The fact that Saldanha Bay does not have the same urban
density as other ports in the country adds to its attractive-
ness as a potential zero-carbon fuel bunkering hub.

“We adopt amix between amarket-led and forward-look-
ing approach to the possibilities of cleaner fuels from the
Port of Saldanha, as we have to think about existing land

uses and availability, environmental authorizations, and
longer-term concurrent planning between ourselves and
the TNPA as an example,” said Kaashifah Beukes, CEO of
Saldanha Bay IDZ (SBIDZ).

“One of our proactive approaches has been the servicing
and development of the bulk of our land over the last three
to four years, through catalytic investment funding accessed
via the National Department of Trade, Industry, and Compe-
tition’s SEZ fund. Project developers may have to undertake
specialist studies and regulatory processes as part of their
investment due diligence and project financing.

“Another proactive, unique approach is that the SBIDZ
was gazetted as a customs control area over nearly 70%
of its footprint in 2019, which includes the existing port
terminals. This means that qualifying activities have access
to certain tax and VAT incentives when located in the CCA
in the SBIDZ. So in short, some of the investment has
already been made and the SBIDZ is open for business,”
Beukes continued.

“Looking forward, we work strategically with TNPA and
many others to collaborate on the holistic positioning of
the Port of Saldanha as amaritime and energy hub.
Ourmission is to attract responsible and sustainable invest-
ment into Saldanha as part of South Africa’s economic
recovery and reconstruction, and we’ve laid a strong founda-
tion with a first-class business enabling environment in that
regard since the start of our operations in 2014,” she said.

BOTSWANA

NAMIBIA

LESOTHO

SOUTH AFRICA

Saldanha
Cape Town

Saldanha
Bay

Gqeberha

Durban

Ngqura

City Port International boundary

Source: IHSMarkit

© 2021 IHS Markit. All rights reserved. Provided “as is”, without any warranty. This map is not to be
reproduced or disseminated and is not to be used nor cited as evidence in connection with any territorial
claim. IHS Markit is impartial and not an authority on international boundaries which might be subject to

unresolved claims bymultiple jurisdictions.
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G
rieving families of themore than 200
people who died during the explosion
of ammonium nitrate in the Port of

Beirut on 4 August 2020, and other citizens,
came to protest the lack of answers into the
cause of the explosion and solutions for the
future of the trade hub on the first anniversary
of the incident. They struggle to find addressees
for their anger.

Following the incident, then primeminister
Hassan Diab resigned in anger at the government
and a new one has yet to be appointed. A judge
tasked with bringing light into thematter was
ousted after charging Diab and other ministers.

The explosion has thus destabilized the entire
country. With the government incapable of
changing this and themismanagement of the
port going back to the 1990s, Beirut relies on for-
eign aid. Consultancies and theWorld Bank have
taken charge of plans to rebuild at least the cap-
ital and its trading hub that has largely been run
by a temporary administrative committee since
the 1990s. The operating — but suffering from
badmaintenance — container terminal is run by a
consortium of international port operators.

TheWorld Bank updated its Reforming and
Rebuilding Lebanon’s Port Sector note in August
2021. Within, it gave further recommendations to
rebuild the port as a landlord port, saying digital-
ization will be of utmost importance. TheWorld
Bank hopes this will reinforce anti-corruption
practices, makemovements of hazardous sub-
stances more transparent, and increase people’s
trust in government organizations.

Hamburg Port Consulting, also involved in re-
building efforts, has launched the Beirut PortCity
Dialogue as a platform to discuss options for the
future development of the port and the city. It
suggests “the relocation of sections of the port
from the city center to vacant industrial zones.
This reurbanization would provide the income
to finance the entire project. In this way, the
concept avoids new debt for Lebanon”.

The consultancy hopes this will create amore
self-sufficient and stable future for the country.

Pictured: Protest at the Port of Beirut on 4 August 2021.
Photo: Marwan Tahtah/Getty Images

LOOKOUT BEIRUT PORT EXPLOSION

Unstable
conditions
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Sub-Saharan countries
hope to establish fruitful
trade relationships

T
he backlog of outstanding work in
developed economies continues to
rise as the COVID-19 vaccine

rollout programs enable the reopening of
developed economies amidst ongoing global
supply chain disruptions, latest IHS Markit
Purchasing Managers Indices show.

Stronger demand for consumer goods
raised prices for rawmaterials and all other
inputs required to manufacture goods,
including distribution, warehousing, and
transportation of products. The COVID-19
pandemic has also renewed businesses’
focus onmanaging strategic reserves and
ensuring future protection of supply chains
against exogenous shocks.

This focus also builds upon experiences
made as far back as in 2011, after the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, as well
as from increased trade
tensions between China
and some of its major
trading partners in
pre-2020.

However, not all
regions will benefit from
the global supply chain
diversification drive.

Split view
IHS Markit research
clearly shows that coun-
tries in Eastern Europe,
Mexico, and Southeast Asia will benefit the
most from this drive, while the sub-Saharan
African (SSA) region will trail behind. Cur-
rently, SSA lacks the ability to producemost
goods that could substitute manufactured
products of other large global producers
such as mainland China in the global supply
chain, as shown by SSA’s small share of
manufactured goods exports compared with
total world exports. In addition, most risk
factors dictating investors’ decisions in SSA,

such as security, operational, policy, and
economic risks are far less attractive than
for other global producers.

Nonetheless, IHS Markit believes that
supply-chain diversification opportunities
within the SSA region, presented by the
African Continental Free Trade Agreement
(AfCFTA) are more promising over theme-
dium-to-longer term. The biggest incentives
and growth benefits — also for ports — will
derive from the removal of tariffs, which
ultimately will reduce production costs and
induce advantages of economies of scale.

Other policies such as services liber-
alization and regulation, investment and
cross-border movement of labor, trade rem-
edies, as well as monitoring and evaluation,
are earmarked under the AfCFTA and will
ease the current regulatory burden across

the subcontinent.
The benefits of trade

integration will be ac-
celerated substantially
once the alignment and
reduction of nontariff
barriers, such as rules of
origin and health as well
as safety regulations,
also occur.

Deploying additional
technical support and
resources allocated to
the financing of intra-Af-

rican trade by bilateral development part-
ners andmultilateral lending institutions,
such as the African Development Bank and
theWorld Bank, will speed up the process.

Countries within SSA that are better po-
sitioned to reap the benefits of supply-chain
development and enhanced trade flows
under the AfCFTA are those that are ready
to effectively adopt the agreement and have
a substantial share of interregional trade, as
well as the institutional strength to pursue

“Rawmaterials,
agricultural products,
and food and
beverages will benefit
from the AfCFTA”
THEA FOURIE
Associate director, IHS Markit

appropriate
business-pol-
icy reforms that
attract global and
regional investment.

Countries will benefit most
if they have a solid consumer base
and skills pool, pursue inclusive growth
and labor-force skills development, maintain
political stability, and prioritize the develop-
ment of information and communications
technology to enhance productivity and
cost efficiency. Lowering the risk of expro-
priation of property, ensuring labor market
flexibility the and transferability of funds will
also play a key role in IHS Markit’s view.

Acloser look
Taking all these factors into consideration,
IHS Markit analysis shows that small island
economies such as Cape Verde, Mauritius,
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São Tomé and Príncipe, and Seychelles are
well prepared to benefit from the AfCFTA
agreement. These economies have the
advantage of political stability, a favorable
skills base, enhanced ICT infrastructure, and
high readiness for AfCFTA adoption.

Botswana, Côte d’Ivoire, Kenya, Namibia,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa,
Togo, and Uganda are also expected to
benefit from supply-chain diversification
under the AfCFTA agreement. Most of these

economies
are relatively

large within
their subregions,

while Côte d’Ivoire,
Kenya, Senegal, and Togo

have also made significant pro-
gress in improving their business

environment and have a high AfCFTA
readiness ranking.

The products and services that will
benefit from a sizeable deal such as AfCFTA
will be those that are themost affordable to
clients across the subcontinent. Typically,
these include rawmaterials, agricultural
products, and food and beverages.

Agricultural production benefits hugely
from economies of scale, and this has been
seen on a global level over the past two
decades. According to the UN Food and Ag-
riculture Organization (FAO), the global pro-
ductive agricultural land area has decreased

from 37.6% of total global land area in 1997
to 37.1% in 2017, a marginal decline. Yet,
with less land, food production increased by
60%, double the rate of global population
growth over this same period.

This astounding trend has been evident
in Africa, with an 82% increase in food
production, according to FAO estimates,
and only a 1% increase in land area — base
effects play a large role here. There is still
much room for Africa’s food production
to grow, as much of it is still derived from
subsistence farming.

As the continent prepares for the next
decade of growth in the post-COVID-19
period, achieving success with AfCFTA and
supply-chain diversification will enhance
production capacity to boost interregional
trade and enable the subcontinent to
providemore jobs, manage natural disasters
more effectively, and reduce insecurity
related to tepid economic growth.
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Best supply-chain opportunities

Moderate supply-chain opportunities

Limited supply-chain opportunities

International boundary Subject to claim or dispute

Source: IHSMarkit

© 2021 IHS Markit. All rights reserved. Provided “as is”, without any warranty.
This map is not to be reproduced or disseminated and is not to be used nor

cited as evidence in connection with any territorial claim. IHS Markit is impartial
and not an authority on international boundaries which might be subject to

unresolved claims by multiple jurisdictions.

THEA FOURIE, associate director,
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA),
Economics, IHSMarkit, has been
in her role since 2020. She is
based in Pretoria, South Africa,
and is responsible for analyzing
and forecasting economic
developments in Benin, Comoros,
Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia,
Niger, Nigeria, Réunion, South
Africa, and Zambia.
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T
he new UK Corporate Insolvency
and Governance Act 2020 (CIGA
2020) has significantly changed

the way businesses are able to manage the
challenges of having insolvent suppliers in
their supply chain.

In the recent decision in P&O Princess
Cruises International Ltd v The Demise
Charterers of the Vessel Columbus ([2021]
EWHC 113 (Admlty)), the court considered
the application of section 233B of the
Insolvency Act 1986, as incorporated by
section 14 of CIGA 2020. The effect of CIGA
2020means that suppliers cannot rely
on their contractual rights to terminate a
supply contract or to “do any other thing”
(including, suspending supply of goods or
services, requiring a deposit, or amending
pricing) when a customer becomes subject
to a relevant insolvency procedure.

Prior to this decision, “doing any other
thing” was yet to be tested by the courts.
The conclusions reached on that provision
are less surprising given its wide drafting,
but the decision raised some interesting
points for businesses to consider when
entering into contracts with suppliers.

To summarize, this case concerned
disputed charges in relation to two cruise
ships, Columbus and Vasco Da Gama, owed
to the Port of Tilbury, UK, because of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Both vessels were part of the Cruise &
Maritime Voyages (CMV) fleet, managed
by Global Cruise Lines, which is part of the

CMV Group. The invoices for berthing and
associated fees had been issued to the
demise charterers.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,
CMV had suspended its operations and had
a pressing need to lay over the vessels until
trading could resume. As a regular cus-
tomer of the port, it was able to negotiate
a lay-by agreement at a preferential rate
of £3,000 ($4,174) per vessel per week.
Invoices for the layover charges were paid
up until June 2020.

The CMV companies went into admin-
istration on 20 July 2020, but this did not
include the companies that were the demise
charterers of the vessels. On the same day
as the administration, the port communi-
cated that the reduced lay-by rate would
end the next morning, with the vessels
being charged in accordance with the port’s
published tariff, equated to £99,000 and
£100,000 respectively, per vessel per week.

CMV responded that it was relinquishing
management of the vessels with immediate
effect. On 23 July 2020, the port wrote to
the demise charterers of the vessels, setting
out the charges already owed and the pub-
lished tariff now being levied.

The court concluded it was dealing
directly with the demise charterers and not
CMV. Since neither was in administration,
section 233B of the Insolvency Act 1986 was
of no relevance on the facts of this case, and
the port’s upward variation of the lay-by
rate was not prohibited as a result.

JANE ATKINSON | Trainee solicitor at law firm Womble Bond Dickinson

A cautionary tale
in drafting

IN COURT DRAFTING

A court ruling left a cruise operator with significantly higher lay-by rates following its
administration, showing howquickly one can becomebound to contractual obligations

lay-by rate asked
by the Port of
Tilbury, UK, from
an insolvent cruise
company

"As a result
of COVID-19,
CMV had
suspended its
operations
and needed
to lay over
vessels"

£100,000

C
A
S
E
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Lessons to
take away

JANE ATKINSON

The lay-by agreement was nego-
tiated over three emails andwas
considerably sparse. However,
the judgment does not question
whether details were sufficient
to form a legally binding contract
or whether the termswere
clear enough to be enforceable.
Business operatives should be
aware of how easy it is to become
bound to significant contractual
obligations. Bad deals can often
be escaped if clear termination
rights are included. In this case,
the port had not reserved a right
to terminate the arrangement.

The court considered an
argument that the port could only
vary the rate by a reasonable
amount, but dismissed it and
found that the port had freedom
to increase the charges as it saw
fit, while it did describe the
decisionmade of a thirty-fold
increase as “eye-watering”. This
shows the power and danger of
unilateral variation rights. Despite
failure to give reasonable notice,
the court found the notices
effective, despite the expiry of the
28-day reasonable notice period.
Other decisions have not been
generous — notices can be held to
be ineffective if the procedural
requirements are not complied.
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A
s a response to the COVID-19
pandemic, countries across the
globe such as France, Spain, the

UK, and the US have amended their
insolvency legislation. This sensible reaction
was aimed at assisting otherwise healthy
companies to endure and not to perish
during this event.

In the UK for example, this saw the intro-
duction of the CIGA 2020. One of its effects
is that a service provider — for example,
a landlord, energy supplier, or port — can
neither terminate contracts nor terminate a
supply or even “do any other thing” when a
company enters insolvency proceedings.

This broad shield was raised in P&O Prin-
cess Cruises International Ltd v The Demise
Charterers of the Vessel Columbus ([2021]
EWHC 113 (Admlty)). This case centered
around an international cruise liner group
failing as a result from the pandemic, with its
UK business going into administration and
two of its ships that it had demise chartered
through Liberian subsidiaries got arrested
and sold with the proceeds paid to court.

The port where the vessels had been laid
up claimed unpaid dues, some at a low pre-
agreed rate of £3,000 per vessel per week, but
some at the — approximately 31 times higher —
standard rate from the date of administration.
As the port’s claim took priority andwith the
standard rates likely to consume an important
amount of the funds from the sale, the other
claimants challenged this entitlement citing
the Insolvency Act 1986 and CIGA 2020.

The court found that as the Liberian de-
mise charterers were not in administration,
this argument could not be relevant. The
court did however, based on what it held to
be a lack of “reasonable prior notice”, given
that the rate adjustment notification took
place via emails and letters that gave at best
only 12 hours’ notice, adjust the date from
which the full rate would apply.

In all, the cards fell mostly in favor of the
port — in this case. It is likely that we will see
similar cases in future and ports, as well as
entities surrounding ports, best take note if
they do not want to be caught out by local
CIGA 2020–like legislation.

The high street commercial tenants that
have fallen behind on the rent owing to dried-
up sales are countless. Many have subse-
quently simply skipped full payments and at
times have adopted a “wewill see how it goes”
approach. Others have been able to come to
an understanding of some sort between them.

Often this is all done in an informalmanner
without proper cross-referencing to the under-
lying contract, a phase-outmethodology, etc.

The resultant situations often prove to be a
potential hotbed for ensuing disputes and are
to be avoided. Engagement between the
parties, possibly through amediation service,
remains key. Case in point in the cited case —
as also alluded to by the judge in his
judgement — is that the port hadmade a prior
offer of £10,000 per week for each of the two
vessels rather than the full standard rate but
this was never accepted.

ERIK VAN WELLEN | Partner at Maverick Enterprise; independent expert
and alternative dispute resolution professional

A cost-effective
alternative
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A
research project, led by academics
from the University of Southampton,
UK, looks at themost important
maritime port in the Roman empire
— aptly named Portus.

“It was established by Emperor
Claudius in themid-first century AD, initially to boost
limited anchorage facilities in Ostia and ease the dangers
of flooding in the lower reaches of the Tiber. It was greatly
expanded under Trajan in whatmust represent one of the
greatest engineering achievements of the Roman Empire,
encompassing up to 6.54 km2 of port installations,” the
researchers stated on the project website.

Aside froma better understanding of Portus,
researchers also wanted to examine better techniques to
investigate complex classical sites.

Research first began in 1998with a geophysical survey,
followed by excavation and geoarchaeological study. It is
still ongoing today: “Documentation recordingwork is due
to be done soon on the Imperial Palace, via laser scanning
of the structure, to allow for future consolidation of the
building and its presentation to the public. This work is
funded by the Italian government and is a part of efforts
to open Portus to visitors,” Dr DraganaMladenovi , visiting
fellow at the Department of Archaeology, University of
Southampton, toldP&H.

From these works, 3Dmodelling of the ancient port
side became possible. “Many of the structures serve as
individual projects within their own right and have been
built to offer up close detail. Materials such as marble,
stone, and brickwork have been accurately created
using the closest examples or photographs from existing
references on site.” Using plugins, theories about “how
light might influence spaces, or how flooding could have
affected the harbor basins and the surrounding areas,"
can be examined. "This are good examples of ways the
digital environment can be used to offer a reflexive meth-
odology so that it offers more than simply a tool for visual
reconstruction,” the researchers further stated.

Portus has thus become amemorial of ancient Rome but
also for lead archaeologist SimonKeay, who passed away
aged 66 in April 2021. “Simonwas one of the first archaeolo-
gists to apply pioneering geophysical surveys — using
detection techniques that allow you to see below the soil with-
out disturbing the surface — on a large scale in theMediterra-
neanworld: first in Spain, and then jointly withme in Italy, in
Falerii Novi, Lazio, in 1997,” colleagueMartinMillett wrote in
an obituary in The Guardian. “This work led the Italian
authorities to invite us to undertake the first large-scale
geophysical survey of Portus the following year.”

Watch themaking of the portmurals here:
bit.ly/PortusProject

Creating
a
legacy

Pictured: The ancient Portus.
Photo: Grant Cox, ArtasMedia/Portus Project, University of Southampton

CREATIVE SIDE PORTUS PROJECT
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IMO secretary general

No1

What is your
favorite app?

Since the pandemic and
the extended period at
home, I would saymy
current favorites are
Amazon — including

Kindle services, Netflix,
and news apps.

No2

Is there amemorable
place you enjoyed
visiting andwhy?

I particularly enjoyed
Peru where I had the
opportunity to take in
themagnificent awe-
inspiring views of
Machu Picchu.

No3

What is an item you
cannot live without

andwhy?
I do not think there is a
specific item I could not
live without, but I could
not live without hope. I

usually have an optimistic
outlook on situations.

No4

What is a quality that
impresses you in a
business partner?
Sincere, honest, and
good communication
skills. A quality that
is essential in all
human relations.

No5

If you could time travel,
where would you go and
what would you do?
At different times and
places in the early 20th
century, as a pacifist to
advocate to avoid the
catastrophic wars.

No6

Three things you take to
a deserted island

A pen knife, a mountain
bike, and golf clubs.

No7

What is your proudest
achievement?
As the secretary

general of IMO, itwould
be thepromotionof
communication and
collaboration between
member governments

and themaritime industry.

No8

When you are not
working, how do you like
to spend your time?
Playing golf, reading

a good book —
in particular non-fiction
— and watching films.

No9

If you could spend a day
in someone else’s shoes,
whosewould they be?

Why?
Sir David Attenborough.
I am fascinated by his

environmental work and
his experiencewith the

natural world.

No10

Best advice
ever received
A biblical quote

mymother referred
to often: “Aman’s pride

will bring him low,
but a humble spirit will

obtain honor.”
(Proverbs 29:23)
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Q: What are the key focus areas the port works on that
correspond to the conference theme?
A: The Port of Barcelona has presented its new strategic plan
this year. It outlines our long-term vision to consolidate the
Port as the SMARTest logistics hub in theMediterranean.
This will be consolidated as amultidisciplinary space where
all means of transport converge, regardless of the origin and
destination of the goods.

In this sense, we must highlight the importance of
multimodality as an essential axis of the port, since one of
the value proposals we have is to develop ourselves as a
transport, and not only a maritime hub. The Port of Barcelo-
na rail and land transport, in addition to maritime transport,
is also growing, which increases the role of peninsular and
intra-European rail hub.

One of the areas we are focusing on is to become a city-port
that develops in a sustainable way, is culturally attractive, and is
recognized as a benchmark in innovation. To do this, we rely on
the three pillars that make up our strategic plan: environmental
sustainability and the energy transition; economic sustainabil-
ity, with competitiveness as the axis; and social sustainability,
with a focus on human capital. As you can see, all of this is
closely linked to Smart Ports and its innovative function within
themaritime, port, and logistics sector.

Q: Can you give us a brief overview of what will be this year’s
conference highlights?
A: The Smart Ports project is defined by the acronymSMART,
which stands for Sustainability, Multimodality, Agility, Resil-
ience, and Transparency. The primary focus of the event will
revolve around these concepts, with special emphasis on
energy transition, e-mobility, digitization, and above all, the
blue economy.

Q:What aspect of the conference are youmost looking
forward to?
A: This year, the Smart Ports conference will draw a transversal
line. Wewill address social issues such as the city-port relation-
ship, technological advances in transportation such as Hyper-
loop, andmaintain a focus on environmental sustainability and
efficiency in port operations. The objective is to explore all the
social and economic potential that ports offer today. The Blue
economywill be one of themost interesting panel sessions
that wewill have. We believe that it is one of the strongest and
most important points of this year’s edition of Smart Ports, due
to the great impact it has on the world economy and society.
Wewill discuss how national governmentsmay leverage the

blue economy for sustainable wealth creation and economic
growth.This panel will include Virginijus Sinkevicius, European
Commissioner for Environment, Oceans, and Fisheries. So, we
will have the honor of having one of the greatest experts on
the subject present.

Q:What sets this conference apart from other virtual events?
A: Smart Ports is a unique event in which seven of themost
influential ports worldwide — Antwerp, Barcelona, Hamburg,
Los Angeles, Montreal, Rotterdam, and Busan —meet to share
their innovative initiatives related to digitization, cybersecu-
rity, and sustainability, to bemore efficient and competitive.
In addition, one of our greatest strengths is the level of our
speakers. We have professionals and experts in each of the
topics that we are presenting to offer the best content to our
viewers. This is without a doubt our biggest difference from
other virtual events.

Q:Why should people register to attend the conference?
A: This conference brings together the union of professionals
and experts whowill present new practices and projects that
can help attendees to train in their professional field and im-
prove their work efficiency. Additionally, attendees can network
in the chat function throughwhich Smart Ports is broadcast
and will be able to ask the speakers questions. So, it will also
be a great networking opportunity for the attendees. Finally,
people who decide to register and attend, will be able to keep
abreast of the latest advances in ports, maritime, as well as
logisticsmatters.

Q: How does the conference agenda link to the strategic
priorities of IAPH?
A: The IAPH, for the next few years, hasmarked the climate,
energy risk, resilience, and digital innovation as its main stra-
tegic areas. Right now, these are also themain issues on the
agenda ofmost international managers and regulators.

In addition, the IAPH has joined the IMO-Norway Green
Voyage 2050 project, where themain focus will be on energy
transition and environmental initiatives related to ports.

Cybersecurity and automation are also two of the issues that
the IAPH has inmind, in addition to promoting technological
innovation through start-ups.

Considering these points, we can appreciate how the IAPH
and this third edition of Smart Ports work in two parallel lines
under a very similar framework of action.

www.smartports.tv

SantiagoGarcia-Milà, immediate past-president of the IAPH, offers
P&H a sneak peek into the programof this year’s virtual Smart
Ports conference, taking place 16–17 November

Developing smart hubs
and connections

Photo:PortofB
arcelona
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EVENTS TIMELINE 2021

SEPTEMBER (13–17)
London International Shipping Week

Physical and virtual events week
bit.ly/LISW2021

SEPTEMBER (15–17)
IMO Intersessional WG on GHG

Virtual meeting
www.imo.org

SEPTEMBER
IAPH Risk and Resilience Committee

Virtual Teamsmeeting
www.iaphworldports.org

13 15 28

IAPH Women’s Forum
Scholarship winners named
Flor Pitty, chair of IAPHWomen’s Forum is pleased to announce the winners of the
IAPHWomen’s Forum Scholarships 2021–23 below. Congratulations!

IAPH speaks
your language
Since 1 January 2020, the IAPHwebsite
can be accessed in many languages.
Just click the tab ‘Translate’ on the top
right of your screen and a selection of
languages will be provided.

If you have any questions, please
contact IAPH secretariat:

info@iaphworldports.org.

Membership
notes
We are pleased to welcome as
new regular and associatemembers
of the association:

Regular member

Port Authority of
Trinidad and Tobago

Trinidad, West Indies
1-868-625-2511
trudyg@patnt.com
www.patnt.com
Trudy Gill-Conlon,
general manager/CEO

Associate member

BM BergmannMarine
Germany
49-6186 912727
michael.bergmann@
bergmann-marine.com
www.bergmann-marine.com
Michael Bergmann, owner,
BM BergmannMarine

“The scholarship is a pretty welcomed opportunity! When I started working in the port sector,
I constantly needed to learn, especially about the business features, which were a novelty for
me. I used to work in an engineering office, so what first struck me was the dynamic environ-
ment of port operations and themultiple disciplines involved. Thus, the IAPH’s Women’s
Forum Biennial Training Scholarship came as a fortunate opportunity for me to pursue a
professional masters in port management. I plan tomake a difference in the port sector,
especially being a reference to other women, so the scholarship is the encouragement I
needed. I thank the IAPH for such initiatives, and I hope I can help future participants!”

“I’m sincerely honored to have been selected as the winner of the IAPHWomen’s ForumAnnu-
al Meeting Scholarship and for the privilege received to be a part of this selected group of
talented women representing several ports scattered around the world.

This scholarship is an empowering reminder of the potential I have in my field and the
impact I canmake with my education, as well as work experience regardless of race, gender,
or background. I am excited to make this a valuable opportunity to share my knowledge and
experiences, and also to learn about different perceptions.

When considering the internationalized nature of the world seaborne trade, I wish to
explore the challenges faced by the port sector due to prevailing pandemic situation. Taking
part in this international forum gives me the opportunity to learn about innovative practices
adopted worldwide and new opportunities investigated for the port sector to sustain in this
challenging and changing environment. I also wish to continue the dialog we initiated by
keeping ourselves updated and reinforce our bond as the global port community.”

IAPHWomen’s ForumAnnual Meeting Scholarship 2021–23

HETTI MUDIYANSELAGE DIMUTHU HANSIKA SAMARAKOON
Organization: Sri Lanka Ports Authority
Photo: Sri Lanka Ports Authority

IAPHWomen’s ForumBiennial Training Scholarship 2021–23

FERNANDA ARAÚJO
Organization: Port of Açu, Brazil
Photo: Port of Açu
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OCTOBER (4–8)
IMOMarine Safety Committee

Virtual meeting
www.imo.org

OCTOBER
IAPH Data Collaboration Committee

Virtual meeting
wwwiaphworldports.org

OCTOBER (18–22)
IMO Intersessional WG on GHG

Virtual meeting
www.imo.org

4 12 18

Q: Please talk us through the results of the
IAPH open-loop scrubbers survey.

A: The committee ran this survey to identify
how different authorities apply restrictions in the use of
scrubbers. A total of 42 ports from 30 countries respond-
ed and the results showed that there is a great variety of
regulations for discharges of wash water from scrubbers in
the port area, inland waters, and territorial waters. Around
41% of the surveyed ports seemmore or less forced to play
a role as an authority in this field and are being questioned
by shipping companies about how and why this is regulated
by the port. Many of those would rather have regulations on
the international level. As a next step, the committee agreed
to appoint a group that will, with shipping organizations and
IMOmember states, look for common ground for a position
paper that advocates global regulation on the IMO level.

Q: You recently discussed the outcome of the IMOMEPC 76
meeting. Can you share what was discussed?
A: The reactions within the committee about the results of
MEPC76 weremixed. Most members felt positive about the
fact that MEPC 76 finally reached a compromise, despite the
highly divergent views of member states. However, many
were disappointed that the relatively small carbon inten-
sity reduction that was agreed on for the years until 2026
and that further reductions until 2030 were left open. The
agreed workplan for market-basedmeasures, is of particular
interest for the port sector as it might offer opportunities for
the funding of port infrastructure that supports decarbon-
ization. In May, IAPH organized the first workshop on this
topic, which will be followed by a second one at the end of
2021. As climate change poses the greatest threat to man-
kind today, ports should treat it as a priority. The committee
will ensure IAPH representation at all relevant IMOmeetings
and it is working on formulating concrete IAPH views and
positions to feed the IMOMEPC debate to follow.

Q: What are the main environmental challenges that ports
have to tackle and you hope the IAPH can help with?
A: In my experience, today’s ports face roughly the same
environmental challenges as decades ago. Although it varies
greatly from port to port, high on the list are air, water,
sediment and soil quality, noise, nature preservation, and
spatial planning in the port area. But, of course, there is one
important challenge and that is the threat of climate change.
The need to drastically reduce GHG emissions will insti-
gate practises in the port area, such as new fuels, energy,
transport, technologies, companies etc. It is safe to say that
the regulations currently in place are not set up for this new
reality. Fortunately, ports have already realized this.

Q: What are the next steps for the committee?
A: The initial workplan of the committee (2020–21) has a
strong focus on IMO/MEPC related topics, namely IMO GHG
Strategy — including port bunkering infrastructure, onshore
power supply, incentives, port call optimization, and other
ship emissions andmarine litter. Typical results of the com-
mittee are submissions and interventions, workshops, and
sharing of best practises. This will continue in 2022. What
we will seemore is the committee taking on a coordinating
role, stimulating and connecting both global port-initiated
initiatives and inter-industry cooperation. Particularly in the
field of GHG reduction, it has become clear that involvement
of stakeholders throughout the value chain is indispensable.
Currently, the committee is evaluating its scope andmethod
of work and suggestions are very welcome.

Q: Are you looking for a specific cooperation to connect to
other member ports or for them to join the committee?
A: I would like manymore ports to join the committee for
different reasons. Most importantly, we simply need the
voice and expertise of ports with divergent backgrounds for
the promotion of our interests in the international arena. The
committee is as good as its members. Committeemembers
should take the opportunity to co-determine the formal
positions of IAPH and potentially also to submit those
positions to their national government. Another great reason
to join is that committeemembership guarantees that you
will get the latest andmost relevant information on
international policy developments. It will also give you
opportunities to learn from your peers, share your success-
es, create new partnerships, and havemore impact.

The IAPHClimate and Energy
technical committee chair
PeterMollema discusses
MEPCmeetings andGHG
reduction cooperations

Photo:PeterM
ollem
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Madhouse at the End of the Earth – The Belgica’s Journey into theDark Antarctic Night

PATRICK VERHOEVEN

BOOKAUTHOR

JULIANSANCTON is a senior
features editor atDepartures
magazine, where hewrites about
culture and travel. He has reported
from every continent, including
Antarctica, which he first visited
while researching this book.

B
elgium’s leading shipping
companies CMB, Euronav, and
Exmar have their headquarters in

De Gerlachekaai, Antwerp. The waterfront
location is named after polar explorer
Baron Adrien de Gerlache de Gomery
(1866—1934) and is not far from where his
ship the Belgica — a converted whaler — set
sail for largely unexplored Antarctica on 16
August 1897. He returned more than two
years later, after a narrow escape from
annihilation in polar ice.

De Gerlache’s adventure has been the
subject of a continuous flow of publica-
tions, starting with his own account, which
appeared in 1902.

In 2020, Dutch novelist Jolien Janzing
romanticized the story from the perspec-
tive of Léonie Osterrieth, one of the expedi-
tion’s main benefactors. Still, De Gerlache’s
exploits are less known than those of his
fellow explorers Ernest Shackleton, Robert
Falcon Scott, and Roald Amundsen, who

started his career on board the Belgica as
an ambitious second mate.

Madhouse at the End of the Earth revives
the harrowing story of the Belgica. Amer-
ican writer Julian Sancton meticulously
reconstructed the journey by using the
ship’s logbook, diaries, correspondence
and family archives of the crew members,
and several other unpublished sources —
some accessed for the very first time. His
research brought him as far as Gerlache
Strait, near the Antarctic peninsula. The
resulting book is an absolute page-turner,
which is closer in style to a thriller than a
nonfiction work.

The voyage of the Belgica seemed ill-fat-
ed from the start. While its commander
was no doubt an exceptional sailor, he was
less of what today we would call a people
person. De Gerlache could not manage his
unruly and internationally diverse crew. His
constant fear of what sponsors and media
back home would think about his decisions

did not help his steadfastness either. Luck-
ily some of his officers, including the stoic
Amundsen, the ship’s doctor and adventur-
er Frederick Cook, and the ship’s captain
Georges Lecointe had the leadership skills
needed for survival.

Madhouse at the End of the Earth offers
first-hand insight on human behavior
under the most extreme circumstances
thinkable. It is no surprise that NASA uses
the experience of the Belgica to prepare its
astronauts for space travel.

Additionally, on a smaller scale but with
an equally devout sense of teamwork, is the
project New Belgica. Sponsored by port
operator PSA Antwerp, it brings together
young unemployed people in building a
full-scale museum replica of De Gerlache’s
legendary ship.
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You can findmore information on the
Belgica’s replica project here:

bit.ly/TheNewBelgicaProject
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Learnmorevisit IHSMarkit.com/FleetCapacity

Get strategic
investment and
competitive
intelligence beyond
the order book
FleetCapacity Forecast

Whether you build, buy, sell, charter, insure, service or harbor ships,
or trade in shipped commodities, the decisions youmake can involve
millions of dollars and should depend on the most reliable data and
information. The Fleet Capacity Forecast is an online tool that lets
you envision the 10-year supply and demand outlook for up to 110
combinations of ship types and sizes.
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IHS Markit’s Maritime Group on Linkedin is a global group for ship
owners, managers, operators, charterers, ship brokers, financiers,
insurers, shipbuilders and other professionals or enthusiasts with
an interest in global shipping and trade.

This group offers you the opportunity to:

‒ Network with peers

‒ Discuss issues impacting global shipping

‒ Learn more and comment on Maritime & Trade’s
products and services

Discuss, Learn,
Network

JoinourMaritime&TradeGroup todayonwww.ihsmarkit.com/maritimelinkedin
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